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This invention relates to strip shingles, 
preferably made of composition material, 
and it also relates to means for assembling 
and securing the shingles upon a roof to form 
a roof covering. 
The shingle, in its preferred form, com 

prises a strip of suitable material having 
longitudinally extending reverse bends, 
spaced apart from one another and dividing 

1928. S'ertal- No. 278,021. 

covering composed of an assemblage of shin 
gles made in accordance. with my invention, 
‘in its preferred form; 

Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a detail'view showing, on a larger 

scale than Fig. 2,. the manner of nailing the 
shingles to the roof; a, ‘ 
Fig.4 is a side view of one of the shingles; 
Fig. 5 is a similar view of a modi?ed form 

10 the shingle into upper, intermediate and of shingle in which the uppermost panel is 
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" the slots in the lower panel of the shingle. 

lower panels which lie in different planes. 
The lower panel is transversely slotted, form- ’ 
ing alternate narrow and wide tabs, the nar 
row tabs being of equal width and the wide 
tabs being of equal width, and the latter being 
approximately twice the width of the former. 
Each shingle has a narrow tab at one end and 
a wide tab at the other, so that when‘ the 
shingles are arranged end to end in a row, 
the wide and narrow tabs will alternate , 
throughout the row. The lower panels are 
also notched at their edges so that when two 
shingles are arranged end to end, the notches 
will form a slot equal in width to one of 

In arranging the shingles upon a roof, the’ 
lower reverse folds in the shingles of one row 
abut against the upper reverse folds in thg 
shingles of the next lower row, and nails ar 
driven through the intermediate panels of 
tlie upper'row and through the vupper reverse 
folds of the lower row, and the lower panels 
of a third row cover these nails and the nail 
holes. In assembling the shingles upon a 

F - . - 

roof, the shingles in alternate rows have their 
narrow tabs arranged opposite slots in the 

shortened; 
Fig. 6 isa. plan view of two of the shingle 

blanks, illustrating‘ the manner in which they 
may be on from a single strip; ' 

F1g.'7 is an assemblage of shingles of a 
different form from those shown in the previ 
ous ?gures; ‘ 1 1 ' ‘ ' ' 

I Fig. 8 is an end tiew of Fig. 7, looking from 
right to left, on a/l‘ai'ger scale; _ 

Fig. 9 is a detail sectional view showing the 
interlocking folds of two shingles; - 

Fig. 10 is a ear or underside view of one/ 
of the shingl s; and, 

Fig. 11 is a plan view of one of the blanks 
from which the shingles shown in Figs. 7 to‘ 
,11 are made. ‘ 

' Referring to Figs. _1 to 6 of the drawings, 
fuand ?rst to Fig. 6 thereof, A and A’ indicate 
’ shingle blanks which may be cut from a single 
strip of ?exible material by a machine ‘adapt 
ed to slot the strip at its opposite sides and 
divide the same‘longitudinally in the center. 
Each blank is formed with transverse slots 
1, 2, and 3, spaced. so as to form relatively 
short tabs at and a’, of equal width, and tabs 
7) and 7)l’,_of equal width, the latter tabs being 

immediately lower rows, and this arrange- approximately twice the width ofthe nar 
ment brings the other slots and tabs into such rower tabs. and the narrow and wide tabs 
relation as to give the appearance of random being alternately arranged. Alsoyit is to be 
spacing of the tabs, which is desirablejrom noted, that/a narrow tab occurs at one side 
an architectural standpoint. of the shingle? and a wide tab at the other. 

I have also shown a modi?ed form of The ends of the blank are notched, as shown 
shingle divided into two panels by a reverse at4, so that when two blanks are arranged 
bend and having a single fold at its upper end to end,the notches in the blanks will form 
enrl through which the nails are driven, this slots between the blanks similar to the slots 
latter form having certain other features of 1, 2 and 3. Each blank has parallelylongi 
construction which will be hereinafter more tudinal creases 5 and 6, close to one another 
particularly referred to. and near the slots, and similar creases v'2' and 
In the accompanying drawings, 8, spaced from the creases 5 and 6., In‘ form 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of part of a roof ing the shingle, the blank is bent along the 
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g; 
creased lines 5 and 6 to form a reverse bend 
c, and it is also bent along the creases 7 and 
8 to form a reverse bend d, Fig. 4. These 
bends divide the shingle into up er, inter? 
mediate and lower panels, e, 7‘, an , respec 

-' tively, these panels lying in different lanes, 
and the intermediate panels being pre erably 
longer than the lower panels by the widthof 
a reverse bend. _ " - 

' In laying the shingles upon a roof, a strip 
.‘of roo?ng material 0;, having areverse bend , 
‘ 3/, is fastened to the roofnear its lower edge, 
and a? row of shin lesR1 (Fig. 2) is laid over 
this strip," with t e reverse bends c’in‘ the 
shingles. below and against the reverse bend 
~31 in the strip. Nails 9 are driven through 
theintermediate panels of they vshingles R’ 

7 immediately above their lower reverse bends 
0, and through the reverse bend inthe strip 
a’. _' Another row of shingles, R‘, is then laid r 

‘ 3 upon the row R1 with the reverse folds c in 
the shingles of this second row lying against 

' thelower edge of the reverse ‘folds (1 1n the 
lower row, and nails 10 aredriven through 
the intermediate panels f of the row R’ and 
'throu h the reverse bends or folds d of the 

" row 1. The lower panels got the row R2 
cover the nails 9, which are driven through 

‘I intermediate panels of the row B‘. After the 
row R’ has been laid, the .row It‘ is applied, 
the reverse folds a in this row bein arranged 
‘below and against the reverse fol s din the 

‘ row R’. Nails 11 are then driven through 
‘the central panels of the row R‘. ' The lower ' 
anels of row Ra cover the nails 10 in therow 

it". The next row R‘ is laid in a similar 
manner-and its lower panels cover thenails 
11. ' Thus, each nail passes through the cen 
tral panel of one shingle, above- its lower re 
verse fold, and through the upper reverse 

7" - fold of a lower shingle and the nail and nail 
holezare covered by the lower panel of- an 
upper shingle. _ . 

4 v _ The shingles are designed particularly for‘ 
46 giving the effect of random spaclngrwhen as 

sembled to form a roof covering. This is ' 
the tab- a’ of each shingle in a row will abut brou ht about by providing the alternate rel 

atively wide and narrow. tabs in each shingle 
and by laying the shingles so that the slots 
v1 -‘ and 3,]inv alternate rows, such as rows R’ 
‘and R‘, will lie centrally ‘opposite the narrow 

' tabs 4' and a’ .of the immediately lower rows, 
such 'asR‘ and R’. With this arrangement, 
each slot 2, in alternate rows, as R’ and R‘, 
will be opposite a wide tab 6' or b in a lower 
row, and the slots. 2 andB in intermediate 
rows such as R”, will be opposite wide tabs 
in a lower row, such as R”. Also, the joints 

ered bv the shingles in the next upper row 
and there will be a double thickness of ma?" 
terial in the roof covering below each slot. 

It will be evident from inspection of Fig. 
1, that the effect of random spacingbetween 

‘35 the shingles is produced upon a roof ‘by ar 

between‘ the shingles of each row will be cov- 1' 
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ranging the shingles in the manner described. 
It is not essential that the panel 6 (Fig. 4) 
shall be of the same width as the lower panels, 
and, if desired, this panel may be made short 
er, as shown at e’ in Fig. 5. ' 
The shingle shown in Fics. 7 to 10, inclu 

sive, has but two panels and is made from a 
blank A2 of the form shown in Fig. 11. This 
blank has‘a single transverse notch 12, which 
divides the lower panel of the shingle into a 
short tab a’ and a tab b’ of approximately 
twice the length of the tab a’. The blank is 
‘creased along the lines 5' and 6‘, so that it 
may be folded to reduce a reverse bend c’, 
and it is creased a ong the line ,7‘ so that it 
may be folded to produce a sin le bend or 
fold d’. The upper panel f’ is wi er than the 
lowerpanel 9', so that when the shingles are 
laid upon a roof, the sin le fold d’, at the 
upper edge of the lower s ingle, will extend 
far enough above the reverse bend a’ of an 
overlying shingle to receive a nail 19, which 
is driven through the upper panel of the up 
per shingle. above this reverse bend and 
through the single fold at the u per end of 
the lower shingle. The end 13 0? the fold d’ 
of a lower shingle lies within the fold c’ of the 
next upper shingle. . 
The part of the blank which forms the 

lower panel is shorter than the part which - 
forms the upper. Thus, in Fig. 11, the blank 
is cut inward along the crease line 5‘, at one 
end, a distance equal to the full width, of the 

to 

slot 12, as shown at 14, and the end of the tab . 
b’ is cut oil up to said crease line. The 
blank is cut inward at its opposite end along 
the crease line 6‘, and the end of the tab a’ 
is cut all up to thelatter- crease line. When 
the shingle is formed by folding the'blank 
along the crease lines, as shown by the rear 
or underside view, in Fig. 10', it will be seen 
that the end of the tab a’ is cut elf through the 
bend 0’, while the end of the tab 122 is cut off 
only up to the bend, the uncut portion of the 
bend being indicated at 16. 
In laying the shingles on a roof,-the end of 

against the end 16 of the reverse bend of an 
adjacent shingle in the row, and a slot 12.‘, of 
the same width as the slot 12, will be left be 
tween the shingles. The end 17 of the up r 
panel of each shingle will overlap the en '1 
of an adjacent shingle; but it-will be noted 
that the reverse bend in one shingle does not 
overlap the reverse bend. in an adjacent 
shingle, because the tabs a’ are out o? through 
the reverse bends. ’ . 

What I claim is: ' . - 

, 1. A ‘strip shingle having reverse folds di 
viding the shingle into upper, lower and in 
termediate panels, the lower panel having 
transverse slots dividing said latter panel into 
alternate wide and narrow tabs, the narrow 
tabs being of equal width and‘the wide tabs 
being of equal width. 
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2. A strip shingle having reverse folds di~ 
viding the shingle into upper, lower and 
intermediate panels, the lower panel having 
transverse slots dividing said latter panel 
into alternate wide and narrow tabs, the nar 
row tabs being of equal width and the wide 
tabs being of equal width and approximately 
twice the width of the narrow tabs. 

3. A strip shingle having reverse bends 
dividing the shingle into upper, lower and 
intermediate panels, the lower panel having 
transverse slots dividing1r said panel into al 
ternate wide and narrow tabs, the narrow 
tabs being of equal width and the wide tabs 
being of equal width, a narrow tab being at 
one end of the shingle and a wide tab being at 
the opposite end thereof. 

4. A roof covering comprising a plurality 
of rows of shingles, each shingle having up 
per and lower reverse folds dividing the 
shingle into upper.v lower and intermediate 
panels, the intermediate panels being longer 
than the lower panels. the upper reverse folds 
in the shingles of a lower row being above 
and engaged by the lower reverse folds in the 
shingles of the next higher row, nails exten d— 
ing through the intermediate panels of said 
next- higher row and through the upper re 
verse folds of the lower row, and the lower 
panels of a second higher row covering said 
nails. 

5. A roof coveringr comprising a plurality 
of rows of strip shingles. each shingle hav 
ing longitudinally extending reverse folds 
dividing it into upper. intermediate and 
lower panels. the lower panel of each shin< 
gle having transverse slots dividing it into 
alternate narrow and wide tabs. the latter 
being approximately twice the width of the 
former. the shingles in alternate rows having 
their narrow tabs opposite slots in the im 
mediately lower rows. 

6.. A roof covering comprising a plurality 
of rows of shingles, each shingle having a 
reverse fold dividing the shingle into an up 
per and a lower panel. the upper panel being 
longer than the lower panel. and each shin 
gle having a fold at the upper margin of the 
upper panel. the latter folds in the shingles 
in a lower row engaging and projectingr above 
the reverse folds in the shingles of the next, 
higher row. and nails extending through the 
upper panels of the latter row above their 
reverse folds and through the. upper folds 
in the lower row. ' 

7. A strip shingle having a fold dividing 
the shingle into upper and lower panels. the 
lower panel having a transverse slot dividing 
said latter panel into wide and narrow tabs, 
the narrow tab being approximately half the 
width of the wide tab. ' » 

A roof covering comprising a plurality 
of rows of shingles. each shingle having a 
reverse fold (lIVltllllfI it into two ‘panels the 
upper one of which is longer vertically than 

3 

the lower one and has a bend at its upper end, 
said upper bends of the shingles in a lower 
row engaging the reverse bends in the shin 
gles of an overlying row, and nails extending 
through said upper bends of the shingles in 
the lower row, said nails being positioned 
above the reverse folds of the shingles of said 
overlying row. ‘ , 

9. A strip shingle having transverse slots 
dividing its exposed portion into alternate 
wide and narrow tabs, the narrow tabs being 
of equal width and the wide tabs being of 
equal width and approximately twice the 
width of the narrow tabs. 

10. A strip shingle having transverse slots 
dividing its exposed portion into alternate 
wide and narrow tabs. the narrow tabs being 
of equal width and the wide tabs being of 
equal width, a narrow tab being at one end 
of the shingle and a wide tab being at the 
opposite end thereof. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto affix my 

signature. 
THOMAS DENTON MILLER. 
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